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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Stammering frequently Is not recognized as a psychiatric
problem. This Is shown by a marked discrepancy between the
number of cases of stammering admitted to the psychiatric
clinics and the exceedingly large number treated In speech
clinics or classes. As an Illustration, In 19^1, 28,000 speech
cases. Including 5,000 stutterers, were treated In special
classes of the Speech Improvement Department, New York Board
of Education, while a survey of 1,963 cases admitted at the
Institute of Child Guidance, New York City, for various be-
havior and neurotic disorders. Included twenty-seven cases of
speech difficulties some of which were undoubtedly stammering
cases. This Indicates that some cases of stammering, or
stuttering, require psychiatric help as well as speech therapy.
Purpose ;
The purpose of this thesis Is to study the personality
adjustment of twenty-five cases of children In whom stammering
of such a nature occurred that they were referred to the Child
Guidance Clinics of the Massachusetts Division of Mental Hy-
giene. The plan Is to make an examination of the personali-
ties of these children and their social adjustment In the
1 Louise Despert, "Psychopathology of Stuttering,"
American Journal of Psychiatry
. 3^:881, 19^3
ii
following areas: In the home, with pai^ents and siblings; In
the school; and with friends. The writer proposes to seek
answers to the following general questions: Are there adverse
social factors operating on the children? How does the problem,
stammering, affect the lives of the children and. their social
adjustment? What is the role and attitude of the parents and
siblings regarding this problem of the children? These speci-
fic factors were chosen as part of the hypothesis, in that they
indicate adjustments which are the foundation for the future
emotional and social development of the child.
Method and Scope ;
In choosing the cases to be examined, the writer referred
to the "registration book" which is kept by the Division of
Mental Hygiene of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health
This book contains a record of a chronological list of patients,
Included are both new and reopened cases. Information recorded
here includes the date of acceptance, the name, age, number
assigned to case, reason for referral, residence, and source of
referral.
A schedule was formulated (see Appendix) covering infor-
mation on the problem of stammering, the child's early history,
his present history, and the family situation. The schedule
was filled out on each case from the recorded case material and
the resulting information studied in the light of the purpose
of this study.
iI
Cases were chosen from clinic referrals over a six year
period between July, 19^2, and September, 19^, on the basis
that the factor of stammering existed, that they were "full-
service cases," and that there had been a speech examination*
Between these dates all cases where these factors were present
were chosen. Full service means the cases were taken on for
clinic treatment and a thorough examination made of the child'
s
life and environment. The records include for each case a full
service history made by a psychiatric social worker, a psycho-
logical examination of intelligence and a psychiatric examina-
tion* Also included are social adjustment notes and treatment
siimmaries. The writer aimed at obtaining a group where each
case of stammering was, as stated above, a full-service case.
Limitations !
Because of the relatively few "full-service cases," this
study is necessarily limited. Any conclusions that are drawn
are applicable only insofar as the cases studied are concerned.
The study is further limited by the use of case records
which have been compiled for treatment purposes rather than for
research or the specific purpose of this study. It is, there-
fore, impossible to ascertain all the material that the writer
wants to know about each individual case studied.
ii
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CHAPTER II
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC
The Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene Is a division
of the Massachusetts Department of Mental Health* It was or-
ganized In 1922 under the supervision of the Department of
Mental Health (then known as the Department of Mental Disease),
through the combined efforts of Dr. Douglas Thorn, the first
Director of the Division, and the late Commissioner of the De-
partment, Dr. George M. Kline. The Division was charged with
the responsibility for "all matters affecting the mental health
of citizens of the Commonwealth, investigation of causes and
conditions that tend to jeopardize mental health."^ State fundi,
were appropriated for research and for children's clinics.
In 1923, three clinics were opened in Boston by the Divi-
sion of Mental Hygiene and were promptly utilized by children's
agencies, visiting nurses and family welfare workers. In this
year also, the Worcester State Hospital established a habit
clinic for children such as had previously been seen at its
Psychiatric Clinic.
The Division has grown and expanded considerably since its
beginning. At the present time, there are four Child Guidance
Clinics actively functioning under the Division. They are
2 Annual Report of the Massachusetts Department of
Mental Diseases, 1922, p. 7
4
clinics at:
1. West End Health Unit
2. Lowell
3. Brockton
4« Qulncy
Each of these clinics serves a large area surrounding the
city of its location. The demand for services is extremely
high and because these are state supported clinics, the case
loads are at a maximum. The aims of these clinics as restated
in 1938 are "to facilitate the child* s emotional, intellectual
and social development in order that he may attain a more satis-
factory adjustment to life,"^ The most important contribution
of the clinics is rendered in the field of preventive work with
children in whom is evidenced the tendency toward the —.
gradual development of the potential neurotic, eccentric, de-
linquent and psychotic adult"^
Services Rendered ?
The clinic makes a thorough study of the total personality
of each child by focusing on his intellectual, social, and emo-
tional life. Thus the staff members, who include psychiatrists,
psychologists, social workers and special therapists for speech
and reading difficulties, are used to their fullest capacity.
3 Commonwealth of Massachusetts Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Mental Diseases for the Year Ending 1938, p. 52
4 Ibid, p. 51
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Some of the cases referred to the clinic are given full service
whereas others are given special service. The psychiatrist
and the social workers decide what type of service is needed,
A case is given full service when intensive treatment is
Indicated, This may be because the problem is serious, or be-
cause long term therapy is needed. In such a case, the social
worker obtains a full social history from the parents, the
teachers, and perhaps other agencies or individuals, A psycho-
logical examination is given to the child and treatment is then
carried out by the staff as indicated by the findings.
During the period of clinic contact, the parent and child
usually have regular appointments with the psychiatrist and
social worker. The common division of treatment is for the
psychiatrist to work with the child and the social worker with
the parent. Sometimes this procedure is reversed, and sometimes
the psychiatrist sees both mother and child. In addition to or
in lieu of clinic visits by the mother, the social worker may
make home visits. The social worker also does important work
in following the child's progress in school and in coordinating
the school's program with that of the clinic.
There are other cases where intensive treatment is not
warranted and just enough Information is obtained to guide the
clinic staff in \mderstanding the problem so as to be better
able to direct treatment. Some of the special services render-
ed are:
i
1. Services to children who are brought to the clinic for
diagnosis and consultation only.
2. Services to mentally retarded children who are unable
to benefit from clinic treatment.
3. Services to children who can be treated at the clinic
without social study. These may be children referred because
of a particular disability, such as in speech or reading.
4. Services in cases where clinic contact is of short
duration because of the distance from the home to the clinic or
because the family does not desire further service.
5. Services to children who are referred to another
agency which is qualified to meet their needs, such as a school,
a social agency, or hospital of the Division of Mental Defi-
ciency.
Glinic Personnel !
The basic unit of the clinic staff consists of the psy-
chiatrist, the psychologist, and the psychiatric social worker.
However, in those clinics where special services are available,
such as, speech and reading therapy, those specialized thera-
pists are also on the staff.
In most instances, the social worker has the first contact
with each new referral either by phone, mall, or by the parent
himself. The social worker schedules an appointment at a time
convenient for the client and practical for the clinic. At
present the Interval between the initial referral contact and
Ii
I
I
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the intake Interview at clinic may be several weeks.
At the child's first clinic visit, he is given a psycholo-
gical examination. Then both he and the mother, or both
parents, are interviewed by the psychiatrist. The psychiatrist
always interviews the child before the parent is interviewed.
Previous to these initial interviews, the psychiatrist has been
made aware, by the social worker, of as much of the social
situation as was known at the time, and by the psychologist, of
the psychometric rating. After the initial psychometric, psy-
chiatric, and social worker's interviews, each new case is dis-
cussed by the staff to decide whether or not a child would
benefit from a full type of service or whether less intensive
treatment would be sufficient for his needs. If the case is to
be a "full-service case" it is then the social worker's duty to
obtain a full social case history. Most of the information is
obtained from the mother, or both parents, if possible, and
social agencies and medical resoiarces which have had contacts
with the family or are active with the family at the time. If
the child is of school age, the school is also a chief source
of information* The clinic's social service record is or-
ganized according to specific outline, (see Appendix) In the
course of obtaining the social history, the social worker very
often obtains valuable insight into the nature of the child's
problems. This is an aid to both herself (worker) and the psy-
chiatrist in future treatment.
1
The psychiatrist carries on treatment directly with the
child. She studies the child's personality and his inner men-
tal life and other factors having a bearing on the child's pro-
blem. On the basis of the information which she has obtained,
together with the aid of reports of the other members of the
staff, she then proceeds to point out to the parents and others
interested the probable causes of the difficulty, and treatment
is started in accordance with the individual needs of the case.
As a rule the entire clinic staff cooperates to study the
whole child physically, emotionally, and socially, as well as
to create among adults a general understanding of what the
child needs for healthy mental and physical development. In-
teresting others in the community in the prevention of behavior,
personality, and scholastic difficulties of children through
education in the principles of mental hygiene constitutes a
large portion of the clinic's activities.
I
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CHAPTER III
THEORIES AND STUDIES ABOUT STAMMERING
There are many theories current as to the causes of
stammering. Although it is not the purpose of this study to
dwell on the etiology, this phase of the problem will be con-
sidered briefly. Stammering, commonly used to mean stuttering,
perhaps, is the most dramatic of all the speech disorders and
also the most difficult to describe or treat.
Although more research has been carried out on stammering
than on any other speech disorder, speech correctlonists have
failed to agree on any one explanation of its nature and its
cause. The reasons for this lack of agreement have been the
complexity of the disorders, the difficulty experienced by ex-
periementers in controlling all of the many physiological and
psychological factors which affect its frequency, form, and
duration,^ As the history of medicine clearly demonstrates,
whenever a disorder or disease is produced or affected by many
different factors, many conflicting theories arise, many au-
thorities disagree and many kinds of medicine or treatment are
used*
Most of the theories of stammering are based upon observa-
tion rather than research. Some of the theories formulated to
5 Harry Heltman, First Aids For Stutterers , p, 24-25
10
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explain the development of this disorder are given here,
James Greene speaks of a neuropathic diathesis with in-
heritsince of speech neuropathological tendencies and general
instability of the nervous system as predisposing to stuttering
rather than to inheritance of the stuttering itself. To sub-
stantiate this claim for a hereditary factor he points out that
40 per cent of the parents of over one thousand patients treated
at the National Hospital for Speech Disorders during the year
1935 were stutterers, and these figures are similar to findings
in other clinics.^
Orton*^ and Travis® consider stammering a deep seated neuro-
physiological disturbance which is marked by an inability to
control the speech organs. The primary cause of this inability
is, according to them, due to a conflict between the two cere-
bral hemispheres which is brought about by either a faulty
development of a dominant gradient or a disturbance of dominance
resulting from a training of a non-dominant hand.
Bluemel advocates that the stammerer's difficulty is tran-
sient auditory amnesia. He says;
6 James Greene, "The Stutterer Type Child," Journal
of The American Medical Association
. 109:187-191, July 17, 1937.
7 Samuel Torrey Orton, "Physiological Theory of Reading
Disability and Stuttering," New England Journal of Medicine,
199:1046, 1928.
8 Lee Travis, Speech Pathology
. p. 63

The verbal Image is paramount In determin-
ing the nature of the words expressed; hence if
no clear cut verbal image is In the mind, no word
can be orally produced. It is no more possible
for the speech organs to produce a word that Is
not clearly expressed in verbal imagery than it
is possible for a gramophone to produce words
that are not present on the record. The gramo-
phone reproduces words as they are spoken into
it; the speech organs reproduce words as they
are dictated by the verbal imagery. The verbal
imagery is absolute ,9
The chief exponents of the neurotic theory are Fletcher,^
the Blantons,^^ and Brown,^^ They consider stuttering to be a
symptom of a basic personality problem, of a maladjustment to
the demands of normal life. The hesitations and anxieties are
considered as symptoms of the stutterer's attitudes toward life
itself.
It was In the main the general psychoanalytic conception
of stammering that Coriat^^ attempted to work out in the
earlier days of the Freudian movement in America, Stammering
to him was a complex indicator. When, for example, a stammer-
9 C. 3. Bluemel, Stammering and Allied Disorders .
10 John M. Fletcher, The Problem of Stuttering .
11 Smiley and Margaret Gray Blanton, For Stutterers .
12 Fredrick Brown, "Personality Integration as the
Essential Factor in the Permanent Cure of Stuttering," Mental
Hvffiene . 17:266, 1933.
13 Isador H, Corlat, Stamme rinp; ; A Psychoanalytic
Interpretation ,

Ing boy was being diagnosed by him, he sought to find out what
particular letters or sounds gave the patient the most diffi-
culty. If he found the boy to have trouble in pronouncing K
sounds, he assumed that this boy had previously had some kind
of emotionally toned sex experience with a girl whose name was,
say, Kate, or else a similar experience with a girl of another
name in a kitchen or a camp* At any rate, the assumption is
that the patient has received a K trauma of some sort and it Is
up to the diagnostician to ferret out the mystery of the pre-
cise nature of the episode that produced it*
Stammering to Coriat is always rooted in sex. Sometimes
he pictures it as a device of the unconscious mind to control
the stammerer's sexual thoughts from his auditors. This theory
explains why it is that stammerers stammer worse when speaking
to their relatives.
Again Coriat describes stanimering as having its rise in
the oral eroticism of infancy, and as being manifested as the
recurrence of sucking movements, with narcissistic over-valua-
tion of speech and emotional accentuation through conflicts
concerning the use of obscene words
English and Pearson, psychoanalytical in approach, be-
lieve, in line with Coriat, that speech disorders may also be
14 Ibid., p. 46.
15 Ibid., p. 52*
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caused by emotional conflicts affecting the oral sucking or
biting relationship with objects or the oral sucking and oral
biting function itself. They report that In most cases of
stutterers there has been some curtailment of breast feeding
and too early and severe toilet training.
In the July, 19^3, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry .
Despert makes a preliminary report on a study of fifteen
stuttering children treated at the Out-Patlent Department of
the Payne Whitney Psychiatric Clinic in New York, An analysis
of her data shows that not enough emphasis has been placed on
the oral level of functioning and the close interrelation of
chewing and speaking. The same structures are used to incor-
porate and take in food as are used to articulate and pour out
words. Except for two cases where information was lacking and
one case where it was negative, feeding difficulties were pre-
sent. In the majority of the cases great stress was placed on
food by the mother, ''^
Mabel Farrington G-lfford, chief of the Bureau for the
Correction of Speech Defects and Disorders, Department of Edu-
cation, in California takes the clear stand that what is wrong
16 0, Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J, Pearson,
Common Neurosis of Children and Adults , p, 103*
17 J. Louise Despert, "Stuttering: A Clinical Study,
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry
. 13s 517-524, July, 19^3*

with the stammerer is his emotional state. She writes:
There Is nothing wrong physically with the speech
apparatus of the stammerer. There Is something
wrong with his emotional state. When the basis of
the emotional condition Is understood and corrected,
the child will no longer stammer.
And, further on:
It Is definitely known that stammering In child-
ren Is a sign of profound emotional disturbance and
of a serious lack of social adaptation. It is a
symptom of conflict, indicating a child's insecurity. -^^
One of the theories which the Blantons feel has some vali-
dity is that learning a second language at the same time a
first one is being learned is likely to cause stuttering. More
than considering the interference of one language with the otta*
in speech, the Blantons question what are the reasons that a
child is given two languages. Three reasons occur to them:
(1) over-ambitious parents, (2) children in foreign countries,
and (3) children of parents speaking natively different
languages. In all these cases, they feel, there are many other
social factors which would make the adjustment of the children
difficult. They class the existence of bllinguallsm finally,
not as a total causative factor, but only a contributing one.^^
Probably the oldest theory, which still has considerable
18 Mabel Farrington Glfford, Correcting Nervous Speech
Disorders , p. 131.
19 Ibid., p. 133
20 Blanton, op. cit,, p. 86«
n
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support from specialists, is that stammering is the result of
serious shocks. This term, serious shock, has never been
clearly defined, but as it is used In this connection it usual-
ly refers to some painful or harrowing experience the stammer-
er has suffered as a child, after which the defect made its
appearance. The specific thing hit upon, as providing the pre-
clpating shock, might be purely emotional, such as flying into
a rage, terrifying to the parents, on the discovery that a
favorite toy had been broken. On the other hand, it may seem
to come from a physical injury such as a broken bone. Sometime^
the necessary shock, according to parents, may be such exper-
iences as falling off a porch, or a severe attack of measles,
scarlet fever, whooping cough, or pneumonia. The fact that
stammering frequently comes along within a relatively short
time after the occurrence of such disturbing elements as those
mentioned lends support to this theory, and keeps it alive in-
splte of many modern ones which are supported by more direct
evidence*
It is in order at this point to mention some of the factoflps
which may contribute to stammering. There is no way of knowing
what part the following items play in causing the handicap, but
after it has begun it is almost certain that they contribute to
Its severity, if not to its persistence. The muscular tensions
and spasms during stammering speech are very much like bodily
21 Heltman, op. clt., p. 24.

manifestations In fear or In terror. Therefore, it Is not
strange that anything which frightens the stammerer, particu-
larly the child, or that which keeps him continually or fre-
quently in a state of anxiety, should make his speech more
difficult than usual. If a parent is afraid of storms,
animals, the dark or being alone in the house, not only will
the child be afraid, but his speech will reflect the fear.
When types of p^lnishment ill adapted to a particular misdeed
on a particular child are applied, his stammering will indicate
It,
Probably one of the most potent environmental factors con-|
tributing to the severity of stammering is emotional instablli-j
ty on the part of one or both parents. Particularly when it
shows in sudden violent outbursts of temper, or moods depress-
ing to children, this emotional problem in parents often crops
up to disturb children's speech In the least suspected ways.
On the other hand, and probably equally serious, are the
detailed ministrations of the over-solicitous parent who is so
considerate of the child that the yoxmgster's every want is
anticipated. This father or mother insists on doing every-
thing for him, even talking, so that he will not be embarrassed,
by his stammering speech*
To conclude, then, it may be observed that theories on the
cause of stammering fall into two broad general classes; those
which have to do with form and condition of the body and those

which are based on emotions* In addition, there are a n\imber
of explanations advanced which are on the border line between
the two, leaning sometimes toward one side, and again toward
the other.
Is there any possibility of reconciling all of the theo-
ries into a single concept of stammering? Thus far, several
attempts have been made to do so but the disparity of theories
is so wide that none has been entirely successful. It is in-
teresting to note that the attempts that have been tried have
all involved the concept of multi-causality.

CHAPTER IV
DESCRIPTION OF GROUP STUDIED
Before proceeding to study the cases and the material pre-
sented, the writer gives In this chapter some general informa-
tion about the group* This will include sex, religion, age,
age at onset of the stammer, ordinal position in the family,
intelligence quotient, source of referral, school placement of
group, number of children in twenty-five families, economic
status of home, and occupation of fathers of the group studied.
This study was based on twenty-five cases of children with
stammering known to the Massachusetts Division of Mental Hygiene
In the group studied there are twenty-one boys and four girls*
The majority of authorities seems to agree that stammering
occurs more frequently in males than in females.
The group, when the cases were referred, varied in ages
from two to fourteen years. Seven children were six or below,
one was seven, three were eight, and fourteen were ten or above.
The large proportion of older children brought for treat-
ment may be due to the popular belief that a child will natural-
ly outgrow this difficulty. Parents are, therefore, not as con-
cerned in the yotinger years, but become alarmed as the years
increased without any appreciable diminution of the problem*
The age at onset of the stammer ranged from two years to
seven years of age. In three cases no information was availa-
ble on the onset. In the other twenty-two, eighteen cases had
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begun to stammer before the age of six* Three cases started
to stammer between two and three years, and eight cases be-
tween five and seven years*
TABLE I
AGE AT ONSET OF THE STAMMER*
Age No. of Cases
2 5
3 5
4 4
5 5
6 3
7 2
Unknown 3
Total 25
Age at last birthday
In regard to ordinal position In the family, eight of the
children were the first sibling, one was the second sibling,
one was the fourth sibling, one the sixth sibling, seven were
the yoxingest sibling, and also seven were the only children in
the family.
In reviewing these facts, the question arises as to how
large a part sibling rivalry plays in the presence of this
symptom. Later material will analyze this aspect of the pro-
blem.
i
TABLE II
NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN FAMILY
IN TWENTY-FIVE CASES
No, of Children No. of Gases
in Family
1 7
2 6
3 4
4 4
5 0
6 3
7 1
Total 25
There Is a tendency for some people to believe that
stammering Is more prevalent in large families. However, In
this group the greater nximber of cases were found to be in the
families of one and two children.
The sources of referral of these cases were mainly from
the schools, with others following. About 40 per cent of the
total group were referred by the school. The probable reason
for this was that all these children presented reading diffi-
culties which the school could not handle alone and referred
them because they knew of the child guidance clinics as a
commtinity resource.
It is possible that parents do not look upon school pro-
blems as being serious enough for outside help, but if they do.
I^1
I
they may not be familiar with the services "of the clinics to
which they can refer their children for help. The fact that
two cases were referred by the Boston Dispensary, and two cases
by the family physician may help to substantiate this last
point. These two sources of referral had more familiarity with
the clinics and they acted as middlemen in referring the mothers
to the proper source of aid. If those mothers had known of the
child guidance clinics, they might have referred their children
directly. Three mothers heard of the clinic's services from
another clinic mother and one from a friend and they referred
their children directly. It is interesting to note that two
mothers made the clinic their initial place of contact, (See
Table III)

23
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TABLE III
>
SOURCES OF REFERRALS
Referring Agent No, of Referrals
School 11
Friend 1
Clinic Mother 3
Boston Dispensary 2
Initial Contact by-
Mothers Themselves 2
Family Physicians 2
Others A
Total 25
i
Concerning the I.Q. distribution, one child was in the
feebleminded group, three in the borderline mental defective
group, two in the retarded group, three in the low average
group, seven in the normal or average group, and three in the
little above average, with five falling in the high average and
superior group. One could not be tested for some reason*
It is, perhaps, worthwhile here to discuss briefly the
nature of psychological testing at the Clinic, since the majo-
rity of the children chosen for this study were given a battery
of tests at the Clinic. In some cases where the children have
been tested recently, either by the school department or by
another agency, it is not necessary to repeat this procedure
upon referral to the Clinic* Among the tests used are the Re-
vised Stanford-Binet Scale, the Merrill-Palmer Scale for pre-
school children, the Wechsler-Bellevue Test, as well as numer-
ous performance and supplementary verbal tests. The advisabili-
ty of rete sting children at frequent intervals is noted. This
is especially important in the case of children with emotional
difficulties which may cloud the picture at the time they are
referred. Two other series of tests, the Thermatic Apperception
Tests, and the Rorschach Tests, have also been administered to
certain children. These are usually done upon the suggestion
of the psychiatrist.
24
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
I.Q. No, of Cases
65 and Below 1
70-79 3
80 89 2
90-99 3
100 - 109 7
110 - 119 3
120 - 129 2
130 - 139 3
Unknovn 1
Total 25
n
The school placement of the group is shown on Table V.
It may be interesting to note that four of the children were
pre-school and one in vocational school. Twenty of the child-
ren were in grades above kindergarten.
TABLE V
SCHOOL PLACEMENT OF GROUP
G-rade No, of Cases
Pre-school 4
Kindergarten 0
1 2
2 3
5 1
4 3
5 2
6 2
7 4
8 3
Vocational School 1.
Total 25
The various religions of the group were ten Roman Catho-
lics, tvjo families of mixed religion, three Jewish, six Pro-
testants, one Swedish Lutheran, and three of unknown religion.
Of the mixed religion, in both cases the mothers were Roman
Catholics and the fathers were Protestants. What effect these
mixed religions have on the emotional development of the child
Is difficult to say because of the lack of factual material in
I
case histories studied.
TABLE VI
RELIGIOUS DISTRIBUTION
Religion No. of Cases
Roman Catholics 10
Jewish 3
Protestant 6
Swedish Lutheran 1
Mixed Religion 2
Unknown 3
Total 25
The occupations of the fathers were varied. They were
salesmen of one kind or another, skilled workmen, factory work-
ers, merchants, unskilled laborers, one on WPA, and one an
electrical engineer. All the mother were housewives except
for one who was working at night as a waitress. Before their
marriage many of these women worked as saleswomen, factory
workers, domestic or office workers, A.fter marriage their con-
cern was the home and family.
This group represents a good cross section of the middle
class. The economic status of the home as described, represents
the social worker's Judgment in each case. Two were in the higk.
income brackets, ten were considered to be in comfortable cir-
4
cximstances, eight had moderate Income and five were living on
a marginal Income*
j
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CHAPTER V
CLASSIFICATION AND CASE STUDIES
The purpose of these analyses Is to consider the case
1 material on the child's personality and adjustment, the role
of the speech defect in this, and the environmental conditions.
Since emotional experiences In children are probably the most
Important factor In personality development, the writer grouped
the twenty-three cases of children out of the twenty-five cases
studied according to their adjustment in the classification
mentioned below. In two cases there was a comparatively good
adjustment in all areas.
The twenty-three cases of children are classified accord-
ing to the following significant factors in the maladjustment:
I, Five cases of broken homes v/here there is
an absence or death of one or both parents. Three
of these are Illustrated here,
II, Eleven cases of poor maternal-child rela-
tionship. Three of these are presented here.
III. Six cases of sibling rivalry. Three of
these are Illustrated here.
IV. One case of parental friction where
marriage is not a congenial one. This case Is pre-
sented here.
Remarks after each case are made from the point of view of
highlighting the various facets of the adverse adjustment of the
child in the home, with parents and siblings, in the school,
and with friends; Including the role that the speech defect
plays in these areas.
II
4
BROKEN HOMES
Case 1
R#, age ten, began to stammer when he
started to play outdoors at the age of five
years. At that time he talked so rapidly that
he seemed to have developed a speech defect.
He began to say words at one year and formed
sentences at two years and spoke clearly imtil
the time the stammering was noticed.
R. is easily excited. Any slight change
In school or home routine upsets him. He is
generous and is not Jealous. He has always had
mother right at hand as she has seldom left him.
He is inclined to be quick tempered but he gets
over it and, on the whole, is a good natured
child. He is timid and is apt to worry about
little things. If he knows he is going to the
dentist the following week, he will worry about
it for several days. He is a very dependable
child. Mother can go out and leave his Ixmch
for him. However, he still likes to have mother
wait upon him if she is at home. R. is very
social in every way and is well liked.
R. plays with one boy who is eight months
younger than he. The boy is an only child also
and R. and he are always together. They never
participate in any gang activities in the
neighborhood. R. definitely prefers being with
one child to being with a group. He is interest-
ed in baseball and football but has very little
time to go to the games. He likes the family to
play with him and he does not entertain himself
especially well at home. He very seldom goes
to the movies and does not like them because
they upset him. He has never had any group
activities and says the "Cubs" are no good. He
will do anything that Jimmy, his playmate, will
do.
R. entered the first grade at six years
and is now in the fifth grade. He worries con-
stantly about school work and often comes home
tense and upset. He does fairly well in reading
I
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although he stammers dreadfully. He has a
pleasant attitude toward discipline. The teach-
er feels that he makes abnormal demands for
attention. At clinic his I.Q, was 110, indica-
ting good normal intelligence,
R. talked early and walked at sixteen
months. Mother kept warning him to be careful
and she thinks she may have slowed him up, R,
eats poorly and mother had to feed him until
the past year. She still helps him along in
the morning feeling that he must have some
breakfast before he goes to school*
Mother is an Intelligent, middle aged wo-
man • She was bom In Norway and came to the
United States when she was eighteen* She had
no pregnancies until R« was born and she waited
so long for his birth that it was like a big
undertaking to her to have him at her age. Mo-
ther belongs to a Mother's Club and also to
some church group but she does not participate
actively. She does not like to go out without
father and so she stays at home most of the time.
She is lonely and misses father because his work
keeps him away so much.
Father is an engineer for a Steamship Com-
pany, He is extremely conscientious about his
work and is very apt to take things seriously.
He has absolutely no time for social activity
as he is seldom home* When his boat comes to
Boston he goes home for a few hours. He leaves
everything to mother regarding R,'s problem al-
though he is very fond of R.
Comments
From the very first life has revolved around R. who
has sensed mother's over-solicitude and has seized upon it to
dominate her, R, is regressing to infantile behavior and
wishes to remain dependent on mother when he refuses to eat and
wants her to wait upon him. Father's absfence from the home has
made a normal home life impossible. Mother has found emotional
I
satisfaction in her relationship with R. and she stifles any
attempt at self expression or independence in him. His
stammering may be a reaction to this,
R, has few friends and although his speech is hinder-
ing his reading, he is doing fairly well in school.
Case 2
J,, age eleven years, began to stammer
in the first grade. At that time there was
considerable conflict in the home and separa-
tion and divorce of the parents occurred a
year after J.'s speech difficulty.
J. was seen in the clinic as a rather tall
boy, of good appearance, with light hair and an
alert manner. Althoxigh cooperative with the
psychiatrist, he stammered so severely at times
that he was barely able to get any words out.
J. is said to be nervous and Jittery. He is
very timid and self-conscious. He is a very
fussy eater and pampered with food he likes.
He has difficulty in sleeping, often having
terrors which are not too violent, and sometimes
he talks in his sleep. He also bites his nails.
J. does not like to play with girls and
his best friend is a nine year old boy who is
admittedly slow in school. Since the home is in
an isolated neighborhood, there are no clubs or
group interests which J. can enjoy. He likes
outdoors very much. In the warm weather he goes
for picnics in the woods and in the winter he
goes skating and skiing. He has no particular
hobby.
J. is at present in the seventh grade. The
teachers have reported him as "quite bright" and
that he has made very good grades, with the ex-
ception of reading in which subject he has been
hindered because of stammering. His clinic I.Q,.
is 102, which falls within the average group in-
tellectually.
i
Mother described J.*s father as a stem
and harsh person, and she attributes part of
the stammering to father's harsh treatment of
J . Mother divorced father because he was al-
coholic, abusive, and did not support the
family. Mother says J. suffered rejection by
his father who rarely sees him now.
Mother Is a rather serious and depressed
woman. She had an unhappy marriage with father
but apparently Is content In her present
marriage. Stepfather Is good-natured and well
liked. He Is fond of the children and has a
good relationship with them and they all call
him "Daddy." He Is a steady worker and earns
between §50 and |60 a week as a machinist.
Mother has been urged In the past years
by J.*s teacher to seek help for him, but she
was usually too busy to do more than express
her Interest. J., however, has been Importunate
In his demands for treatment, and now mother Is
willing to carry out whatever suggestions are
made.
J. Is the older of two children. He has
a sister, two years younger, who Is a normal,
bright child with no speech defect. J. shows
no jealousy toward her but argues with her
sometimes.
C omment s
J, shows reactions to an unfavorable home situation
which Is an Influential factor In this case. He Is an emotion-
ally disturbed and insecure youngster showing several symptoms
of nervousness—biting his nails, having night terrors, and
talking in his sleep. Several years ago, he began having eat-
ing difficulties and he has been using this area as a means of
expressing hostility toward mother. He feels keenly his re-
jection by mother who is taking him to the clinic purely from
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a sense of duty. Evidently, there is considerable expression
of aggression between mother and him* J. is also probably re-
sentful of being deprived of mother, having to share her with
a stepfather,
J,'s symptoms indicate lack of affection and acceptance
and very few satisfactions. His behavior can be said to be an
' outgrowth of an unsatisfactory home situation which is marked
I
by Insecurity, The background and rise of this seem clear when
father's position in the family is examined. Although J,
stammers badly in school, his work and behavior are satisfact-
ory.
Case ^
H,, an only boy, is fourteen years old.
His stammering dates from the time he was hit
on the back of his head with a stone at the
age of two. At about this time his parents
separated and his stammering became more and
more severe since then,
H, is extremely self-conscious and over-
sensitive about his stammering and is on the
defensive about that and himself in general.
He is inclined to be negativistic especially
at school in group relations. His outburts
of anger are quite intense. He minds fairly
well but is stubborn about having his own way.
He used to walk in his sleep but not for two
years now. However, he talks in his sleep,
sometimes "calling out." His eating habits
are good but his diet is somewhat restricted
due to diabetes. He bites his nails and a
callous spot on one finger. When he stammers
severely, there are facial contortions with it.
makes friends easily and seems to be
popular with them. If friends make fun of him.
I

he will have no more to do with them. He can
fight his own battles and will not tattle on
anyone under any circumstances,
H. likes drawing and does a great deal
of It, He bangs on the piano until his mother
goes wild. He plays by ear and does well. He
reads funny books avidly and Is not Interested
In other reading matter. He listens to the
radio for such programs as Sherlock Holmes,
Superman, etc. He likes sports but the diabetes
has made them Impossible,
H, Is In the seventh grade. He repeated
the first two grades and went through the rest
without repetitions. Mother does not think he
has made a very happy adjustment In school as
he has done poorly and has been very self-con-
scious. In class he sits without reciting. It
bothers the teacher very much to see him making
so little effort. She thinks he could do better
If he would only try. On the Wechsler-Bellevue
Scale, H. attained an I. ft, of 107.
At nine months, H, had pneumonia. He was
seriously ill with scarlet fever at three and
spent eleven weeks In the Isolation hospital.
He had the infection so badly that it affected
his toe and he almost had to have an amputation.
A year later, when he was vaccinated, the doc-
tor found sugar in his urine and he was diet
controlled. About this time he was hospitalized
for severe pains in his stomach and back.
Mother is a large woman, very overweight
and gives the impression of being nervous and
high strung. She has spent her married life
trying to bring her children up so they would
have everything they need. She does not want
the children to feel that they would have had
more if she had stayed with father. Mother has
had some difficulty with her health. She had a
hysterectomy a few years ago and has been put
on a very strict diet*
Mother describes father, from whom she has
been divorced for twelve years, as a terrible
person. When they were married, father was
brutal, did not support the family, and had a
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police record Including drunkenness, larceny,
and other offenses. He Is now a vagrant.
The family has no contact with him. Mother
Is extremely altruistic In her relationships
with the children,
H, Is the youngest of three children.
His two sisters went through high school and
both are now working to support the family.
Since H. Is the youngest child and the only
boy In the family, his mother and sisters tend
to baby him somewhat and give him everything
he wants.
Comments
H, Is a sensitive boy, who along with his stubborn-
ness, shows a defensive attitude when he Is teased about his
speech, H, Is a product of a broken home where his mother and
sisters have Indulged and perhaps babied him somewhat. He
lacks a suitable male figure with whom to identify, and tends
to remain emotionally and socially below the development which
Is expected of him and his chronological age.
H. 's stammering is attributed to a blow on his head.
At about that time, mother and father separated and this may
have been an additional factor in his speech difficulty, H.*8
temper outbxirsts may be due to frustration at the stammering.
Although H. is teased for his speech, his general
adjustment with other children is apparently good. In school
his speech trouble is keeping him from doing the much better
work of which the teacher feels he is capable.
The three children grouped in this classification are
representative of the five children coming from broken homes.
Ii
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POOR MATERNAL-CHILD RELATIONSHIP
Case 4
D., five years and eleven months old,
has been noticed to stammer In the last two
years. His stammering becomes severe when
he is excited.
D. is very dependent on mother* He be-
comes upset and aggressive when he is threatened
by separation. In the first clinic visit he
manifested by temper tantrijm his distress at
being separated from mother. He is a very shy,
nervous, and high strung boy. He cries at the
least thing. When he is teased by his siblings,
he cries, slaps, and has temper tantrums. He
has several playmates of his own age and he is
usually the follower in his relationship with
them. He prefers the quiet type of play. He
reads and plays well by himself
•
D. goes to the first grade at a nearby
school. He attended the kindergarten for one
year and at that time he found it difficult to
leave mother and had to be forced to go on many
occasions. He got along well with the others
in the kindergarten and his work there was
satisfactory. He is very quiet in school and
very seldom does he Join in the activities.
On the psychological test given at the clinic
he showed an average intelligence quotient of
96.
D. started to talk later than the usual
time. Between the ages of two and three, he
hardly said much of anything except to point
out the things he wanted and others would wait
on him. He has always been a poor eater. For
the past six months he has been twitching and
turning in his sleep. He is seen occasionally
biting his nails.
Mother is a high school graduate and worked
as a bookkeeper until near the birth of her
first child. She is outgoing and active. She
is the leader of the Brownies in her town. She
enjoys telling of her social activities and
f
likes to Identify herself with professional
people
•
Father left school at fourteen to go to
work when paternal grandfather died. Since
that time he has regretted his lack of educa-
tion. He is a hard working bakery salesman
and always has time for his wife and children.
He and paternal grandmother are very close.
Paternal grandmother visits the home once a
week and indulges D. who is her favorite
grandchild,.
D. is the youngest of four siblings. The
relationships in the family are seemingly good
and the rest of the siblings do not present
the problem of being emotionally tied to mother.
Comment s
D. is a very immature child showing temper tantrums.
He cries easily, bites his nails spasmodically, and has poor
sleeping habits. Although shy and submissive with other child-
ren, he, nevetheless, has many friends of his own age. In
school his work is satisfactory. His behavior toward mother is
that of great dependency. It seems that he has not been able
to give up mother as his love object and although there is
nothing to substantiate his relationship with father, it seems
likely that he has not been able to identify with a paternal
figure but is still involved with father in a rivalry situation,
Due to lack of information, it is difficult to know what his
relationship is with his siblings, D,*s refusal to go to
school is indicative of his dependence and lack of security.
1I
Case ^
T* Is an eight year old boy who was
referred to the clinic by the school for
stammering. He was taken out of school a
few weeks before coming to the clinic on
the advice of the family physician because
he was very ill after he had a streptococcus
infection in his throat. T. cried when he
was first brought to the clinic with mother.
He showed a constant undercurrent of anxiety
and fear.
T. is a timid boy, but essentially
friendly and sociable. He cries easily and
clings to mother all the time. He can stand
physical hurt but his feelings are easily
hurt. Whenever he is angry, he yells. He
is a very active youngster who mixes well with
other children. He has many friends but he
spends much time with two maternal cousins who
are about the same age as he.
T. enjoys swimming and other active sports.
His stammering is very pronounced when he be-
comes excited. He listens to the radio and
gets quite tense and often frightened so that
recently mother had to limit that privilege.
T. is in the third grade and is a poor
student in all subjects. When called upon in
class he is very hesitant and unable to answer.
The teacher believes this is due to his lack
of knowledge. If T. cannot absorb a thing
immediately, he gives up easily. He has no
memory and fools around a good deal. On the
Stanford-Binet scale he made a rating of average
normal intelligence.
In infancy T. was near pneumonia and had
ear abcesses when cutting his teeth at eight
months. His hearing in one ear is quite im-
paired. He talked early and was exceptionally
smart as an infant. In 19^^ he had whooping
cough and was out of school for six weeks. A
month ago he had a streptococcus infection in
his throat and was very sick. At that time he
II
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feared that he would le.
Mother is an anxious person who likes to
do what is best for the children. She was in
the hair dressing business when T. was an
infant, and others took care of him. Mother
thinks she may have pushed too much being
anxious for him to grow up. She worries a
great deal over the children's safety.
Father, who is a police guard, is quick
tempered yet kind and considerate. He is very
easy going and leaves most of the discipline and
responsibility to mother* Because of his long
working hours, he does not have much time with
the children. Although the financial conditions
in the home have been poor, the family has
always managed to get along.
T. is the oldest of three children. He is
extremely fearful that something will happen to
the other siblings. The children do not get
along with each other and they all annoy and
tease one another*
Comments
In this case stammering has persisted since T. was
four and a half. He presents a picture of general anxiety and
fearfulness of which the stammering may be a manifestation.
He seems immature and is hardly ready for the position of the
oldest in the family, clinging himself to his infancy. There
is probably considerable sibling rivalry here although mother
denies this is so.
Mother is an overprotective person and has made T.
very dependent upon her. She worries about him a great deal,
evidently feels guilty, and still hovers over him too much.
She is also very indulgent of him because of his illness.
fI
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T. has made a good adjustment with friends, but evi-
dence Indicates that his speech difficulty plays an adverse
role In his adjustment In school.
Case 6
A,, eight years old, started to stammer
at the age of three when he spent a great deal
of time with the neighbor's children who also
stammered. His speech difficulty became more
pronounced after a tonsil and adenoid operation
at four years of age. At about this time father
attempted to change him from left to right
handedness.
A. Is a sensitive, friendly, cheerful boy.
He behaves well and all the neighbors and
teachers agree that his behavior Is excellent.
He Is responsible, dependable, honest, truth-
ful, but a little selfish with his toys. Some-
times it is difficult for him to share. Mother
thinks she has babied him too much.. A. used to
bite his nails but mother painted them and he
stopped doing this at about five years,
A, likes to play with everything, includ-
ing soldiers and guns. On the radio he listens
to Henry Aldrich, Superman, Tom Mix, and other
sketches. He loves dancing and music. He is
unable to keep still when there is music playing.
A, Is in the second grade. He does "C"
work and the teacher feels that his stammering
handicaps his reading particularly, A. possesses
good imagination, is good in language and oral
stories. His thinking, however, seems to be
slowed up by his way of talking. He does what
he is told to do, but never responds voluntarily.
The teacher finds that he is socially immature.
He is always the slowest one to put his wrap on
and off. Although he lives only a few houses
away, he is frequently late to school. On the
psychological examination he earned an I.Q,. of
96,

Mother Is a nervous and worrisome woman.
She had three brothers who all died at an early
age. Four years ago, there were two misfortunes
in maternal family. As a result of these deaths,
mother was much upset for about a year. She
thinks a great deal of the family as there were
so many deaths, one after the other.
Father is a high strung and impatient
person who is much upset by his present business
worries. Paternal grandmother died in child-
birth and soon after paternal grandfather
married again. Father had stepmother most of
the time and she was described as the "typical"
stepnother whom father never liked. Father
never touches A. because his behavior is ex-
cellent and he never requires any punishment.
Comments
A. is a very immature child who has a dependent rela-
tionship to his over-solicitous mother. From the evidence
gathered, both parents have shown signs of overprotecting and
indulging A. Mother is a worrisome person and her anxiety seems
to be enhanced by the number of deaths which occurred in her
family. Her worry about A. centers in part aroxmd his health
I to avoid repetition of her family's poor medical history.
Father also has reason to protect A. because of memories of his
own imhappy childhood with a steiMother. This overprotectlon
is, indeed, a cause for dependency on the part of A.
A.'s stammering plays an adverse role in his adjustment
in school and with friends. He lacks the independence to gain
security and overcome his speech difficulty.
Regarding the group as a whole, the poor maternal-child
relationship was characterized by marked dependency on one or
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both parents. The spoiled or overprotected child was placed
In this group. About one-fifth of the total cases studied we
placed In this classification.
SIBLING RIVALRY
Case X
M., eight years old, started to stammer
at the age of five when his brother was born.
His stammering gets worse and his speech is
Indistinct when he is excited,
M, is a wilfull and disobedient child.
He is always grumpy and nothing seems to make
him happy. He does not help mother at home
and is extremely negativlstic,
M, entered the first grade at five and a
half years and is now in the fourth grade. He
liked school last year but has made a great
fuss about attending it this year. He does
not like his present teacher. In his recent
report card he received three Ds—effort,
geography, and language. His reading is
handicapped somewhat by his stammering. Accord-
ing to the Stanford-Blnet measurement, he has
an average intelligence of 102. He is believed
to be overplaced in grade at school for his
mental age,
M, used to have nightmares but mother
stopped that by "licking" him. However, he
talks a great deal in his sleep. Since the
birth of his brother, he started to have
occasional enuresis. He makes a great deal of
fuss about eating and will eat only certain
foods. He bites his nails and sucks his thmb
so hard that sometimes mother has to "jerk" it
out.
Mother, thirty-five years of age, is a
highly emotional, very verbal woman who comes
to the clinic stating that she feels totally
1I
Inadequate in dealing with M, She over-
Indulges him, gives him anything he wants but
finds that nothing seems to make him happy.
Mother is nervous and has feelings of de-
pression because her brother failed in his
bar examination.
Father is more easy going with M. than
mother. He tries to be stem with M, and
when mother gets upset, he takes over the
discipline problems. If he cannot make M,
obey easily, he yells at him. Father owns a
floor covering store and he takes M. with him
to work on Saturdays.
M. does not get along well with his
brother. He shows marked Jealousy of him. He
plays roughly with his brother and has a tendency
to hurt him. M. is annoyed and unhappy when his
mother pays more attention to his brother.
Comments
M. is an insecure little boy who showed numerous pro-
blems after the arrival of his sibling. Mother's severe
"lickings" when he has nightmares and her "jerking" of his
thumb when he sucks it indicates an overt action of hostility.
Her over-solicitous and over-indulgent attitude is compensation
for guilt feelings of rejection of him.
There is, no doubt, considerable sibling rivalry in
this case. M, strongly resents his brother and is extremely
Jealous of him. He shows this by trying to injure his brother
when playing with him. M. 's eating habits and enuresis are
attempts to gain attention which he otherwise does not have
and are also a means of displaying hostility toward mother
whose rejection he feels. He also bites his nails and sucks
I
his thtunbs, which are symptoms of lack of satisfaction and se-
curity.
M. * s school experience is not a satisfying one as he
Is overplaced and, as a result, his school work is poor. His
stammering also Interferes with his reading.
Case 8
P., almost five and one half years, has
stammered since the birth of her younger
sister two years ago. Along with the stammer-
ing she has some infantile speech.
Mother reported that prior to younger
sister*s birth, P.*s behavior was all right
and that she got along well with others. How-
ever, after her sister was born, P. developed
a change in personality. She became mean,
obstinate and showed jealousy toward her sibling.
She also would not share her playthings. She
became markedly aggressive and negativistic in
the home. She is usually cranky in the morning
and she overtly tries to be Independent by want-
ing her own way all of the time.
P,'s playmates are few in number and consist
primarily of two children in the neighborhood
who are about the same age as she, P. gets along
best with these two children when she is able to
dominate them in their activity.
P. has never attended school but is to be-
gin next year. Several years ago when the
family lived in , P. attended Sunday School
there. She made a fine adjustment in this group
experience. Several years later when the family
moved to — , P, attended school there also, but
because of a teacher who scolded the children,
she became afraid and mother did not send her
there anymore.
According to the clinic psychological
examination, P. has an I.Q,, of 105. She gives
f
the impression of being a brighter child.
However, the psychologist believes that part
of this is due to what appears to be consi-
derable home training.
P. was tongue tied at birth and the
tongue was slit at six months. Her talking
was slow, beginning to say words at one and
a half year. Between the ages of three and
four, P. hardly ate at all. Now she eats
well and has a good appetite. About the time
her sister was born, P, started to wet the
bed.
Father is a fair, unselfish, broad minded
person with a quiet disposition. His occupa-
tion is a toolmaker. Mother is physically
well but suffered from a nervous collapse a
year ago and is still nervous and irritable.
She seems to experience considerable anxiety
in relation to P.*8 speech difficulty and is
quite uncertain as to how to deal with the pre-
sent situation of P.*s behavior.
Although when punished, P. is usually
spanked, mother dislikes this method and prefers
to keep her in. Father has little occasion to
punish the children but his punishment is more
effective. Mother has never had any quarrels
with father; she is always the one to make
decisions.
Comments
P. *s problem of stammering seems to be related to
emotional insecurity and sibling rivalry. Although she was
tongue tied and had her tongue clipped at about six months, her
present behavior and speech defect seem to be emotionally based-
Prior to her younger sister's birth, she presented no problems.
However, after her sibling was born, she began to show aggre-
ssive behavior and became sly and sneaky. Her regression to
infantile behavior by wetting the bed is an expression of
II
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of hostility to mother and Jealousy of her sibling who has
dethroned her In the position of favor.
Case 2
S., an eleven year old girl, was referred
to the clinic "by the school because of stammer-
ing. She has stammered since the age of four
at the time she was in the company of a girl
who also stammered.
S, Is a bashful, retiring and unaggressive
girl. She has a conscientious eager manner and
is serious about everything. Ever since the
time she walked and talked, she was a difficult
child. She was cranky and ant 1- social. She
would not play with other children and answered
"no" to everything. This negatlvlstlc pattern
disappeared, however, at about the time the
symptom of stammering appeared. S. Is closely
attached to mother. She follows mother about
and is constantly afraid that mother will leave
her.
Though retiring, S. Is by no means with-
drawn. She gets along with other children and
with adults. She has no particular friends
whom she clings closely to. She takes piano
lessons and enjoys them very much. She does
not like to attend movies because they give her
headaches.
S. is in the sixth grade at a parochial
school. She likes school and likes all of her
subjects, especially spelling which is the
easiest for her. She does very good work
although her speech handicaps her reading.
When she tries to say something there is marked
hesitation and blocking on the first letters.
Her clinic I.Q. Is 132.
Mother is an energetic, hard working woman
of forty-one. She graduated from high school
and worked as a stenographer before her
marriage. She is very easy going and never
used harsh methods of discipline with her
If
children. She has a slow thyroid for which
she takes medication.
Father, a rather good looking man, is
forty-three years old. He left school when
he was sixteen because he did not like it.
A year before he married mother, he went into
the insurance business and has been on this
job ever since. On the surface, the rela-
tionship between mother and father is seeming-
ly good. They talk without interrupting each
other.
S. is the younger of two siblings. Her
sister is an attractive thirteen year old
girl who looks surprisingly like her mother.
She is friendly and out-going and is an average
student in school ajid does not take her studies
as seriously as S. She has many friends.
Mother indicated that there is considerable
rivalry between P. and her sibling in that they
vie with each other for mother's affection.
Comments
S.'s speech difficulty is supposed to be imitative
but undoubtedly there are other factors involved, which have
not yielded their maximum emotional satisfaction to her. S,
is Jealous of sister who is an out-going, spirited yoiingster
and who obviously has no difficulty in making friends. S. may
also sense and be Jealous of the identification between mother
and sister, both in appearance and type of personality. S. has
seized upon the oral area as a means of gaining the attention
she wants. Since she has given up her negativistic behavior,
her stammering may be a continuing expression of hostility and
jealousy of sibling.
Despite getting along in work and her good attitude

at school, S. is much handicapped in reading hy her stammering.
With friends she seems to present a good picture of adjustment.
About one-fourth of the children studied were classi-
fied as belonging to this group.
PARENTAL FRICTION
Case 10
C», age twelve, was referred to the
clinic by the school. When he was in the
second grade, he could not recite and it was
about this time that he commenced to stammer.
C. is quite sensitive about his stammer-
ing. When spoken to about it, he says he is
sure he will be able to get over it sometime.
He is adaptable and has been an easy child to
bring up. He is sociable and mingles well with
other children. He is quiet around the home,
and is generally good natured and easy going.
C. plays well with boys of his own age
and gets along well with them. He has one
particular friend whom he likes the best. He
enjoys active outdoor play. He goes to the
movies about once a week but occasionally when
he comes home he complains of headaches. He
used to go to the YMCA but gave it up for
reasons unknown to his mother.
0. entered the first grade at the age of
six. He is now in the fourth grade. He
repeated grades two and three and is now re-
peating grade four. He has had trouble with at
least two of his teachers and he claimed that
his teacher last year ridiculed him in the
presence of his class because of his stammering.
His present teacher reports that his attention
is apt to wander. He dislikes putting forth
any effort. His handwork is particularly poor
and his grades range from fair to poor. His
behavior is satisfactory. He was examined by
the traveling school clinic two years ago and
II
was found to have an I.Q,. of 75»
Mother, age thirty-four, went as far as
the sixth grade. She had to leave school be-
cause of trouble with her eyes. Her health
is fairly good although she complains of
feeling nervous at times. She is subject to
asthma and sinus trouble. She is full of com-
plaints about the school G. attends. She hopes
next year she can send him to a parochial school.
She feels that C« is discriminated against in
school.
Father, age forty-four, was born in Italy.
He came to the United States when he was about
fifteen. He works on a Jack machine in a shoe
factory. He used to live near mother's family
when she was a yo\mg girl. He decided several
years before he wanted to marry her. The first
years of their married life were stormy. Fa-
ther's friends criticized him for getting
married and they even encouraged him not to
assume any responsibilities in the home.
Mother and father quarrel a good deal and
at one time they were separated for eight
months while mother was pregnant with the
youngest child. Mother then took father back
for the sake of the children and since then
relations between them have been smoother,
C. is the eldest of four children. He
and his siblings do not get along. They all
tease and annoy one another. When G. starts
a fight v/ith his younger brothers and cannot
defend himself, he will call on his mother for
help.
Comments
Although G. is quite sensitive about his stammering,
he seems adjusted with friends. In school he has repeated
several grades and is still doing poorly. His speech diffi-
culty is keeping him back in his reading. He does not get
along with his siblings and often gets into fights and quarrels
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with them» Mother's relationship with G. can be characterized
as somewhat over-solicitous centering around the school situa-
tion* Mother is an unhappy, disturbed person with many emo-
tional problems and her marriage to father does not seem to be
at all a congenial one.
The disturbed family situation at the time of C«*s
stammering may have been an influential factor in this case,
Althougl^ mother claims that her relationship with father has
been smoother, evidence seems to indicate that there is still
some bickering between parents in front of the children. Such
parental friction in the home may be a contributing factor
toward the maladjustment of C
•
This was the only case of the group where there was
some evidence of parental friction*
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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CHAPTER VI
ADJUSTMENT AND EITVIRQNMENT OF TPffi GROUP
Case Illustrations on the adjustment of a representative
group of the children studied have been presented In the pre-
ceding chapter. From an examination of these cases and the
total group. It seems that In only two Instances was there a
comparatively good adjustment In the home, at school, and with
friends. From the material presented In the original case
records, there Is little or no evidence In the surrounding
environmental picture In the way of adverse factors In these
two cases.
To consider In greater detail the twenty-three cases where
the social adjustment of the child was In some measure not
satisfactory. It Is thought pertinent to examine these with
some breakdown Into the various relationships In the child's
life. The writer feels there Is a loss of meaning that occurs
In terms of one child's total picture when a separate element
Is removed from It. To view adjustment as objectively as posslf
ble, we must view the child's life as a whole. However, with
the various individual case summaries for the reader's refer-
ence, a breakdown of the child's adjustment has been made.
How the classification of cases into the various categories
was made can be determined by the reader in referring to the
material in the preceding chapter. There is given here some
iI -
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guide as to the definition of adjustment used.
The child's adjustment with parents was characterized as
poor if the child showed marked immaturity, dependence, or
disobedience, or if one parent's attitude to the child con-
tained elements of over-solicitousness, over-indulgence, or
over-strictness. The relationship with sibling was classified
as poor if there was undue sibling conflict or Jealousy. Ad-
justment with friends was considered poor if the child did not
have friends of his own age or get along satisfactorily with
them. The child was considered as doing unsatisfactorily in
school if his grades were not passing or if his behavior or
attitudes were poor enough to merit comment from teacher or
school authorities.
With the above definition of adjustment in various areas,
it is seen in Table VII that the primary area of maladjustment
of the children was in the parent-child relationship, all
twenty-three cases showing some maladjustment here. The num-
ber of children showing maladjustment with siblings totaled
eleven. In this group of twenty-three cases, however, seven
were only children. Hence, eleven or two-thirds of the six-
teen children who had one or more siblings showed undue sibling
conflict or Jealousy. A smaller niomber of the group, nine out
of twenty-.three , showed maladjustment with friends. Only seven
cases out of nineteen (four children in this group of twenty-
three did not attend school) showed maladjustment in school.
I
TABLE VII
AREAS OF POOR ADJUSTMENT OF THE
TWENTY-THREE CHILDREN
Areas No. of CasesIn Each Area
With Parents 23
With Slbllns 11
With Friends 9
In School 7
The main areas where this group of twenty-three cases
showed maladjustment were the home areas of relationships with
parents and sibling. The family, then, should become one of
the main foci of examination and treatment If success Is to be
expected In alleviating the problem of the child.
That the relationship with friends did not show a higher
number with poor adjustment may be due to some extent to the
nature of the case Investigation. Those Interviewed were pri-
marily the family and the school, so that Information on the
child's adjustment with friends Is not first hand material. If
first hand Investigation could be made of this area, more diffi-
culty might be revealed.
Although the most valid approach to a study of personality
and behavior is the non-quantitative one of case summaries.
r« 5
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Btill it is interesting to attempt to consider behavior quanti-
tatively. From this point of view a list of personality and
behavior problems, habit problems, and difficulties in social
contact with other children has been made and the frequency of
occurrence of each of these through the group considered. (See
Table VIII ) A child was classified as having a problem if the
problem behavior occurred either in the past or in the present.
Although Table VIII makes no allowance for the seriousness
of a problem, it is thought worthwhile to consider the informa-
tion in Table VIII from the viewpoint of frequency of occurrence
of specific problems of behavior in the group as a whole. Tablei
IX is presented from this standpoint. Here it can be seen that
five children had only one problem, four had only two problems,
whereas sixteen of the children had more than two problems with
one child presenting five problems. The occurrence of any of
those problems in a child's life, even taken out of his general
picture, is an indication that some disturbance or maladjustment
must be operating. Therefore, the existence of a large majori-
ty of children with two or more such problems is another way of
stating what was said earlier in this chapter, that this group
as a whole shows definite maladjustment.
In Table VIII the writer has emphasized difficulties in
social contacts with other children as a separate group of pro-
blems apart from the classification of personality and behavior
problems. It was felt that difficulties in social contacts were

TABLE VIII
OCCURRENCE OF PROBLEMS
IN THE CHILDREN STUDIED
Types of Problem No. of Total No.Cases of Problems
Personality and Behavior Problems
Overdependency 10
Attention-gaining mechanism 9
Fears 7
Night terrors 5
Negativism 3
Sibling rivalry 6
Self-consciousness 8
Overactivity 7
Temper tantriims 6
Stubbornness 1
Daydreaming 3
Habit Problems
Eating difficulties 13
Sleeping 8
Thumbsucking 6
Tics 2
Nail-biting 9
Masturbation 6
Enuresis 7
Constipation 1
Difficulties in Social Contacts
With Other Children
65
52
16
Outside of School
In School 7

TABLE IX
NUMBER OF PERSONALITY MNIFESTATIONS
OF BEHAVIOR PER CHILD
Personality Manifestations
1 1
2 3
3 3
4 1
5 1
6 3
7 3
6 4
9 3
10 3
11 1
12 3
13 2
14 3
15 5
16 2
17 3
18 3
19 3
20 1
21 4
22 2
23 2
24 3
25 3
1
a much more generalized type of problem than any one of the
specific behavior problems listed in the second category of
the Table, Certainly, it is evident that specific personality
disturbances, such as "over-dependency" and "attention-gaining"
mechanisms, lead to overall difficulties in social adjustment
with other children.
The difference between the total number of personality
and behavior problems (65) and the total number of habit pro-
blems (52) is very slight. Most of the children studied showedj
both habit and personality problems. Concerning this, English
and Pearson say:
A child may attempt to solve his psychic
conflicts through disorders of the physiolo-
gical functions of his body. He also may
attempt to solve them by disturbances in his
relationships with other people, that is, the
signs of his emotional difficulties may ex-
press themselves in his social behavior,
Looking beck to Table VIII, we find that the most fre-
quently occurring problem is feeding difficulty. The number
of children found in this study who presented feeding problems
was a little over 50 per cent. This figure is not so striking-
ly high as that found in the study made by Despert (mentioned
in Chapter III) but it assumes significance when compared to
the numbers of children showing other problems. From her study
22 0. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J. Pearson,
Emotional Problems of Living
, p, 139

Despert concluded that not enough emphasis had been placed on
the oral level of functioning of stutterers.
Table X has been drawn up to analyse the predominant na-
ture of the twenty-three poor parent-child relationships.
Although in some cases one classification was more clearly in-
dicated than in others, and although classifications to some
extent overlapped, it is felt that the resulting table is valid
enough to indicate a trend. The trend is, as Table X shows,
a prevalence of over-solicitousness or over-indulgence in the
parent-child relationship*
TABLE X
FACTORS IN THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS
Adverse Factors No, of Cases
Incompatible Parents 1
Over-solicitous Parents 8
Over-indulgent Parents 9
Rejecting Parents 5
Total 23
In the group classified as incompatible parents, these
parents were not in harmony with each other and often exhibited

marital friction and discord in the presence of the child.
Only one case was fo\jnd in this group. Over-solicitous parents
were those who worried excessively or were overly interested in
their children* s problems.
The over-indulgent parents are classified as those who had
lax or ineffectual discipline and training habits. Often there
were manifestations of coaxing and bribing, or by performance
of services for the child which he should do for himself.
The rejecting parents exhibited lack of love or affection
for the child in many areas, often by being very punitive,
harsh, or neglectful of the child.
Closely related to the study of a child's adjustment with
his parents is a consideration of the personalities of the
parents themselves. It is commonly said that a problem child
has problem parents. Aside from their relationships with their
children, the personalities of the parents were examined in the
twenty-five cases studied. Because the mother was usually the
one interviewed and seen by the social worker and psychiatrist,
material about mothers is more complete than about fathers. In
only four fathers was there evidence of instability.
From the observations of the mothers* personalities by the
clinic staff, in all cases seen at first hand, sixteen of the
twenty-three mothers showed attitudes or traits not in line witl.
a happy, emotionally healthy personality. In seven cases
nothing appeared of the mother* s maladjustment. There was one

case in which the mother was dead, and one case In which the
mother was not living In the home. In the sixteen cases, the
kind of personality varied from nervous, worried, and upset
mothers to depressed. Irritable and unhappy
•
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CHAPTER VII
SUmiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis the writer has endeavored to study the
personality adjustment In the lives of twenty-five children
with stammering. Data for the study were furnished from case
records at the Massachusetts Child G-ul dance Clinics, chosen
out of the files from cases referred between July, 19^2, and
September, 19^8, Selection of cases Included all those where
stammering occurred, provided the case had been taken for "full
service" treatment and where a speech examination had been
given.
A schedule (see Appendix) so arranged as to examine the
case material on the personality of the child, past and present
behavior and adjustment, the family make*-up and relationships
with the child was formulated and filled out in each case*
An analysis of these cases revealed that this particular
group of stammerers varied in age from two to fourteen years,
more than three-fourths being boys* The majority were of
average or better than average intelligence. There were seven
only children. There was a variety of nationalities and reli-
gions represented but there were no indications that these
factors were of significance in relation to the stammering*
The study group is considered a cross section of the middle
class, the economic status ranging from high to marginal Income

The largest single source of referral was the school*
The group studied presented sixty-five personality pro-
blems and fifty-two habit problems in addition to the stammer-
lng» These ranged from symptoms of such nature as tics, enu-
resis and thumbsucking to general personality problems that
suggested disturbances in the sphere of social adaptation. The
most outstanding individual personality difficulties were over-
dependency, a need for emancipation of the child from his
parents, and attention-gaining mechanisms, such as demanding
of constant attention and negativism.
Out of this group of twenty-five, twenty-three cases
showed maladjustment of the children in some sphere and adverse
environmental pressures. It can be concluded that more than
two-thirds of the children in this group were making poor social
adjustments.
Since there were significant factors in the maladjustment
of these children, the writer chose for the basis of her case
studies the following classification:
I, Broken homes where was an absence or
death of one or both parents,
II, Poor maternal-child relationship,
III, Sibling rivalry.
IV, Parental friction where marriage was not
a congenial one.
An examination of the areas of maladjustment showed in
twenty-three cases that the parent-child relationship was not
i
emotionally healthy* In eight of the cases the mothers were
found to be over-protective, and In nine cases the mothers
were over-Indulgent, Five parents were listed as rejecting
and in one case parents were Incompatible. Several parents
were observed as possessing several adverse factors.
One of the most Interesting findings about the children
themselves was revealed by a study of their past and present
behavior and personality problems. The most prevalent problem
was over-dependency, with the employment of attention-gaining
,
mechanisms following close behind. The most prevalent habit
problem was feeding difficulties which occurred in thirteen
cases. In the light of other studies and psychoanalytic theo-
ry, this appears to highlight the importance of a disturbance
of an oral nature, indicating the relationship between the
oral activity of talking and the oral activity of eating.
The primary area where stammering Interfered in the child-
ren's lives was found to be in the school,. Here seventeen
cases of the twenty-one attending grade school had their school
activity interfered with by their speech. Yet in only seven
cases was there unsatisfactory school work or unsatisfactory
attitudes among the children.
In conclusion the writer feels that stammering is not an
Isolated problem within the individual, and that any program
of therapy should taken into account the other aspects of the
personality. In most cases, therapy aimed at only this sped-

flc problem will not be effective. When no organic condition
can be found that satisfactorily explains the stammering,
treatment should be psychotherapeutic and seek to develop a
personality which is stable and adjusted^
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
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A F P E N D I X

SCHEDULE
Name Age Sex
Source of Referral Referral Problem
Speech Difficulty
Onset of Stammer
Description of Speech
The Child! Present History-
Personality
Friends
Interests
School
Grade
Scholarship and Attitudes
I.Q.
The Child! Early History
Feeding History
Talking
Sexual Development
Medical History
Other Problems of Behavior
Handedness
Family Background
Parents!
Name Age Birthpla
Occupation
Religion
Personality
Attitude Toward Child's Problem
Parental Relationships!
Relationship to
Mother-child
Father- Chi Id
Discipline
Siblings!
Names
Status of Child (youngest, eldest.
Relationship with Child
Languages Spoken
Each Other
Relationship
Relationship
number
etc.
)
1:
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S.S. Record Name No •
1
Aire i
AU.U1 6 o o «
Telephone
:
i
Source
:
t
1
i
r
Problem:
FAMILY GROUP
Fa. ~ Name, age, date and place of
DacKgrouna., occupation ano
birth, nationality, racial
re J. 1g 1on
.
Mo. - Same — date of marriage
Sib. - Same —. School and grade
Others In Household . Same
Language spoken In home
Home Neighborhood
Poo^
Condition at time of
closing
Average
Superior
Economic
Unknown
Unimproved
Improved
Dependent
Marginal
Comfortable
Prognosis
Good
Opened History
Fair
Poor
Closed
Reopened

2-
I. THE CHILD
A. Present Situation: Describe the child, his pro-
blems, and circumstances that resulted in his being brought to
clinic. Include worker's observations of child's behavior.
State what child has been told about visit to clinic. Give
child's and family's attitude toward problems and clinic.
B. Social Reactions: Give picture of personality
traits and make-up. Describe attitudes and behavior at home
and in neighborhood; e.g. ability to get along with adults and
children, (Age, sex, type, etc., of companions.) Use of lei-
sure time (interests, ambitions, hobbies, skills, membership
in clubs, etc.) Methods of discipline, sex instruction, childfe
reaction to both. Handedness.
C. School: History as give by mother, including
present grade, repetition of grades, child's and mother's
attitude toward school. Report of school visit: Give scholar-
ship, effort, attitude toward work and classmates, parents*
contact with school, if any, impression of room as a whole, and
teacher's attitude toward child and clinic. Handedness.
11-; ENVIRONMENT
A. Personalities in household and family relation-
ships: Include information re. patient's paternal and maternal
relatives when significant. Brief historical sketch of members
of household. Include education, health, and economic situa-
tion. Relationships among members of household. Discipline-
methods used, by whom, child's reaction. Sex education.
B. -Home and Neighborhood: General description of
jome, type of neighborhood, and accessibility to community re-
sources. Placements outside the home, camp.
III. SOCIAL ANALYSIS
Sum up social history. Analyse the relationship be-
tween patient's problems and the social situation. Parents'
attitude toward pt.'s problem and attendance at clinic.
IV. PLAN
IA
i
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